OUR DRIVERS: Spiritual, Moral, Diversity & Beliefs Communities & Environment Life Skills Personal, Social & Emotional Well Being
English

To use the story of Rose Blanche to write diary entries,
letters and write a new ending to the story
To write non-chronological reports, write balanced and
unbalanced arguments based on WW2 texts.
To learn to use semi-colons, colons, bullet points and a
range of conjunctions to aid cohesion within a text
To be able to explain the terms subject, object, active
and passive
To draw inferences from independent reading of ageappropriate texts and explain thinking, routinely
returning to text to support opinions.
To be able to discuss and recommend novels

Maths

To compare, order and round numbers to ten million
To calculate using negative numbers
To carry out short and long multiplication and division
To add, subtract, multiply and divide fractions
To understand factors, multiples, prime numbers and order
of operations
To plot co-ordinates, reflect and translate shapes

WW2

French –

To use different greetings for different situations.
To recognise there is a difference between formal and
informal language.
To give and respond to simple classroom
instructions appropriately
To name parts of the body from a song, identify colours
and name items of clothing

History
Understand Geography and politics of Europe and the
start and end of WWII.
Learn about key events in WWII including Dunkirk, Blitz,
Battle of the Britain and D-Day
Find out how people in Britain protected themselves.
Learn about everyday life on the Home Front.
Choose reliable sources of evidence to help answer
questions, giving reasons for choices.

Geography
To find out about local area through study of land-use
changes at Coleshill and Grove Airfield

Wow Moments

Outdoor adventures on PGL Residential Trip
Secrets and Spies Day at Coleshill
(Approximate cost £6)

PE

To develop attacking & defending skills to play competitive
games of rugby and basketball
To develop running skills & stamina through the Daily Mile.

PSHE

Puzzle 1 – Being Me- to learn how to feel welcome and valued
and know how to make others feel the
same
Puzzle 2 – Celebrating Differences- Learn to be aware of own
attitude towards people who are different

Music
To sing, improvise, learn and perform using the song
Happy by Pharell Williams
To improvise, compose and perform jazz music.
Art
Investigate post war architecture in the UK and Europe.
Be able to draw in one and two point perspective.
Research the work of Banksy and create work inspired by
his style, working with a variety of media.
Develop critical thinking and evaluative skills.
DT
Be aware of healthy eating and the ‘eatwell’ plate.
Design a menu based on rationing in WW2.
Source, prepare and cook a three course meal using
rationed ingredients.

Religious Education
Are Saints encouraging role models?
Is ‘God made Man’ a good way to understand the
Christmas story?

Computing
Coding – learn to code, test and debug these own designs
- E-safety - Continue using Gooseberry Planet to build up
our understanding of staying safe on-line.

Science
Recognise that light appears to travel in straight lines and be
explain that objects are seen because they give out or
reflect light into the eye.
Be able to make periscopes.
Explain the functions of the eye and how we see.
Know how shadows are formed and why they change.
Be able to calculate angles of reflection
Look at the colour spectrum and create Newton discs

